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Curator 

 Spoke to Gloria and Marge re policy for genealogy inquiries.  Neither is 

interested in being committed to answering genealogy questions for the society.  
They both answer inquiries if they feel confident they have enough knowledge of 
the subject to help.  They don’t think a policy re genealogy is necessary as the 

web site already states that we don’t answer genealogy questions.  The inquiries 
they usually deal with are more in the line of what do you know about my 
family, property locations, burial sites, etc., and both feel they prefer to handle 

such questions on a case by case basis according to their own interests and 
knowledge. 

Response from Carolyn Magnus seems to me to be the best solution all around. 

 Awaiting more specific information from NRF about event scheduled for July 14 

at Prescott Farm.  This is their regular 2nd Sunday program during which they 
schedule various activities.  Early response indicates they are looking for about 
a 20-minute presentation at 1:00 pm with perhaps a second at 2:00 if there is 

enough public interest, subject TBD but probably focusing on Colonel Barton, 
the Battle of RI and/or lives of Portsmouth citizens during the Revolutionary 

War.  I will forward more detailed info soon. 
 

 More information about the portrait of our mysterious lady may be coming to 

light.  Found an entry in an old inventory list that indicates “oil painting of lady 
with lily” was logged in 1950 that had been acquired from the home of Professor 

William Bailey of Brown University.  It seems that Bailey, a well known professor 
of botany was married to Eliza Randall Simmons whose grandfather, James 
Fowler Simmons, lived in Little Compton and Newport before moving to 

Johnston and serving as US Senator from Rhode Island for two terms (Not 
consecutive). Research is on-going. 
 

 Continuing work to coordinate various inventories into a catalog of artifacts and 
locations.  New file cabinet will allow paperwork such as completed accession 

reports and background information on artifacts to be properly stored.  Goal is 
to allow anyone to locate an artifact within the museum facility. 
 

Docent Coordinator 

 We now have 20 individuals on our Docent List with 3 who are inactive for one 

reason or another.  Majority of Sundays are covered by at least two docents with 
the exception of Sept 29.  No key holders are scheduled for 7/21; 8/18; 9/1; 
9/29 or 10/6.  I will try to get over to the museum on those dates to open if 

possible. 
 

 Will be reviewing Docent section of website with Rich for possible edits, updates, 
changes, etc. 


